IAVS SYMPOSIUM BANK TRANSFER INFORMATION

**Account owner:** Forum Plinianum Onlus  
**Bank name:** Banca Etica  
**Account Nr.** 00000231982  
**IBAN:** IT46A050180320000000231982  
**BIC:** CCRTIT2T84A or (only if the first is not accepted by your system: CCRTIT2184D)  
**VAT/C.F.** 05886471001

**Address of the bank:**  
Banca Etica - via Parigi 17, 00185 Roma, Italy

**Address of Forum Plinianum Onlus:**  
via V. Veneto 116, 00187 Roma, Italy

For any bank transfer made from outside the Euro zone, please be aware of bank service charges. **All bank charges for remittances are to be borne by the participant.**